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other hand, there were real police atrocities from time to
tfcne, in bad blood. " When people have watched non-
resisters standing up with folded arms and being beaten
. down with police lathis, they are never the same people
again, and they feel that In the quarrel It must be the
police who are wrong/' 1
The first great success of Satyagraha was that it brought
in to support the national cause several kinds of people
whom violence would have estranged. At one time, a
goodly number of India's most respected and trusted
leaders and citizens were in jail. It also brought along the
women, who, in India, usually hate a row unless the warfare
be merely wordy. Non-co-operation reduced the exports
from England to India hi one year by over 43 per cent.,
• and this was largely the work of the women, who assidu-
ously picketed shops which sold British goods. The second
success of Satyagraha was that it challenged the greatest
imperial power in the world, and rendered the job of govern-
ment exceedingly difficult to an extent which no violent
revolution could have done.
Satyagraha bore fruit in the Gandhi-Irwin pact of 1931,
and although India has not yet got the Dominion status
that many right-minded people hope will soon be hers, the
real success and significance of Satyagraha was that It
. showed to the world the immense superiority, in power as
well as in ethics, of the methods of the Sermon on the
Mount to all other methods which revolutionaries have
used throughout the world's history. " Nothing/1 said
Mr. Gandhi, " can stand before the march of a peaceful,
orderly, and God-fearing people/' He was right. Gandhi
has shown the world that the method of the Cross can be
made a working policy in our realistic, materially-minded
modern world. I believe it to be the only working policy,
and if only Europe can come to follow the splendid men
who are trying to lead her along this path at the present
time, it may not yet be too late to save the nations from
1 Ibid., p. 114.
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